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Background:  Multi slice computed tomography angiography (MDCT) is a robust modality for imaging patients with suspected structural heart 
abnormality or coronary artery disease. Invention the 64 slice MDCT (0.6- versus 1.0-mm slice thickness and 330- versus 420-ms gantry rotation 
time) resulted in revolutionary improvement in spatial and temporal resolution of images by the cost of increasing the radiation dose exposure. 
Reduced tube voltage can overcome on this hindrance. This study was designed to quantify the radiation dose saved by reduction tube voltage 
applied to MDCT.
Methods:  Radiation dose was estimated for 394 patients undergoing coronary CTA. 80kVp protocol was used for 112 subjects (mean 
age=65.21±14.47) and 282 subjects (mean age= 59.33±12.52) underwent 120 kVp MDCT. The impact of 80 kVp protocol was investigated on dose 
length product (DLP) and radiation dose (millisievert: mSv).
results:  Mann-Whitney U test was used for comparison across groups. Reducing tube voltage from 120 to 80 kVp resulted in a 72.2% decrease 
in DLP CTA (p-Value, <.0001) and radiation dose estimates were reduced 72.9% for mSv CTA (p-Value, <.0001). The image quality was good or 
excellent in 94.7% in patients with 80 kVp and 80.9% in 120 kVp (p-Value, <.0005).
conclusion:  A decrease in tube voltage from 120 to 80 kVp, results in a significant decrease in radiation dose. 80 kVp should be preferentially 
employed whenever body habitus allows, resulting in large and significant dose reduction.
